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John 4: 4 - 26

 

 "And he had to  pass  through Samaria .   So  he came to  a  town of  Samaria cal led

Sychar ,  near  the f ie ld  that  Jacob had given to  h is  son Joseph.  Jacob's  wel l  was there ;

so  Jesus ,  wear ied as  he was f rom his  journey ,  was s i t t ing bes ide the wel l .  

I t  was about  the s ixth hour .

 

A woman from Samaria came to  draw water .  Jesus  said  to  her ,  “Give  me a dr ink . ”

 The Samaritan woman said to  h im,  “How is  i t  that  you,  a  Jew,  ask  for  a  dr ink 

f rom me,  a  woman of  Samaria?”  

 

Jesus  answered her ,  “ I f  you knew the gi f t  o f  God,  and who i t  i s  that  i s  say ing to  you,

‘G ive  me a dr ink , ’  you would have asked him,  and he would 

have given you l iv ing water . ”  

 

The woman said to  h im,  “S i r ,  you have nothing to  draw water  with ,  and the wel l  i s

deep.  Where do you get  that  l iv ing water?  Are  you greater  than our  father  Jacob? 

He gave us  the wel l  and drank f rom i t  h imsel f ,  as  d id  h is  sons  and his  l ivestock . ”   Jesus

said to  her ,  “Everyone who dr inks  of  th is  water  wi l l  be  th i rsty  again ,  but  whoever

dr inks  of  the water  that  I  wi l l  g ive  h im wi l l  never  be th i rsty  again .

 

The water  that  I  wi l l  g ive  h im wi l l  become in  h im a spr ing of  water  wel l ing up 

to  eternal  l i fe . ”  The woman said to  h im,  “S i r ,  g ive  me this  water ,  

so  that  I  wi l l  not  be th i rsty  or  have to  come here to  draw water . . . ”

 

 The woman said to  h im,  “S i r ,  I  perceive  that  you are  a  prophet .  

Our  fathers  worshiped on this  mountain ,  but  you say that  in  Jerusalem is  the place

where people  ought  to  worship . ”  Jesus  said  to  her ,  “Woman,  bel ieve me,  the hour  is

coming when neither  on this  mountain nor  in  Jerusalem wi l l  you worship the Father .

You worship what  you do not  know;  we worship what  we know,  for  salvat ion is  f rom

the Jews .  But  the hour  is  coming,  and is  now here ,  when the true worshipers  wi l l

worship the Father  in  spi r i t  and truth ,  for  the Father  i s  seeking such people  to  worship

him.  God is  spi r i t ,  and those who worship h im must  worship in  spir i t  and truth . ”  
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A  N E W  M E A S U R E
O F   F A I T H :
T H E  K I N G D O M

I grew up engaging God only in times of

desire and crisis.

Meaning, before I started to seek the

kingdom, my engagement with the

divine was limited to my daily grace,

evening prayers, and circumstances of

material or desperate need. 

This is what I call "baby-faith." It is

demand-based faith. 

"God help me get into college, God can I

get this new car? God can I get the

promotion? God take away my grief."

Don’t get me wrong, or rather don’t take

offense. This spiritual guide is not

intended to say that "baby-faith" is

irrelevant or selfish. "Baby faith" is just

immature and not satisfying to the soul.

Demand-based faith is  just too little in

comparison to God's blessings stored

in The Kingdom for his children.  There

is so much more that we can

experience in our seeking of God

besides stuff. We have not, because

we ask not. 

This is especially essential for women,

because we tend to take care of everyone

else first. Then, we leave ourselves

depleted, thirsty, and dry.
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We will bake a whole pie and be satisfied with

just the crumbs left on the plate. We will deny

ourselves the truth about our own hunger and

needs, because our loved ones have been fed

and satisfied.

Quench
Your
Thirst

As women, we deny our thirst on a daily basis to better care for those we love. 
 

In this season, God is releasing an essential message for 
the wellbeing of women, mothers, and girls. 

 
God spoke into my heart like a commercial for Gatorade, and said

 “Quench Your Thirst.” 
 

"You need to drink more water to stay hydrated for where I have desire 
to take you on this ride called life."

  
  

I have come to understand that the mantle of our destinies as women of God, and what these

destinies require of us at first glance, is scary and seemingly impossible.

How do we take care of ourselves and everyone else? Who will mother us mothers? How do we trust

again, when we've been hurt so badly before? How do we heal, when we cannot afford to rest? How

do we follow our dreams, when our reality is overwhelmingly demanding? How do we make our

hearts sanctuaries for ourselves and those we love? 

There is a model of encouragement for moving boldly towards the promises of God as women. 

It is the model of  the Ruach, The Holy Spirit. It was the Spirit of God hovering over the darkness, the

unknown, that assisted God with the creation of all things out of nothing in the beginning. 

In Hebrew, the original language of the Old Testament in our Holy Bible, the word for Spirit is

feminine, (רוח). Ruach is also used in the Hebrew Bible, as is the feminine word "Shekhinah" in rabbinic

literature, to indicate the  presence of God. 



In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.
 

 The earth was without form and void, 
and darkness was over the face of the deep. 

 
And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters.

 

G E N E S I S  1 : 1 - 2



More 
Water

More Life

Korina Villanueva
Written by Greta Mae Evans

“then the Lord God formed the
man of dust from the ground and
breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life, and the man became
a living creature.

- Genesis 2:7

As a woman who has nurtured plants,
it does not fall flat on me that the
prettiest flowers need the most water.

Think about the state of our nation and the
state of womanhood, and the state of
families. You can easily see where we have
deprived the most beautiful roses in our
garden of life the water that they need to
grow. I’m talking about women.

Where in the Bible is Eve given instructions for her
responsibility to be an incubator of the seed of
righteousness throughout the generations to come?
No where! This means God expects women to discern,
feel, and surrender their way into purpose.

What we have to understand and accept is
that God built men and women differently.
Not better or worse just different. 
We have different jobs in The Body of
Christ. A man’s job is not to intuitively
incubate anything. God gave Adam clear
instructions on how to live and care for all
of creation. 

The moment Eve stops listening to her Spirit
driven intuition, she fails the test of
influence, and she is persuaded by the
serpent, against God's will, to eat from the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Eve was
only suppose to eat from the Tree of Life.
Women are not suppose to live by
judgement and critique. We are feeling,
intuitive, and sensual beings of divine order.
This is why the female body is shapely. This
is why there are more nerve endings in our
vaginal area than there are anywhere else
on the human body male or female.
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The power to incubate the seed of life, 

to give birth to its existence, 
and to scale life in a sustainable manner

takes great sensitivity, vulnerability,
 discernment, and unconditional love.

 
Mature Faith



What has happened to us women is that we have actually been defeminized.
We have been told that if we want to be successful, we have to be hard and
strong. We must throw away our sensitivities, be dishonest about how life feels
to our nervous system, and not desire to be well in alignment with our own
bodies. Our wellness needs are portrayed as selfish and against the greater good
of society.

Everything that is of our concern and necessary for our care is not prioritized.

Everybody knows the value of a property with great landscaping, flowers, and
trees versus the value adjustment of a similar property that has no landscaping,
no bushes, no orchids, no roses, no alstroemerias, no African daisies, no Jasmine,
no lavender, no beauty of any kind, and no access to fresh water. 

No one wants to live in a hard, concrete, strong, plain brick, and mortar structure
alone. No trees, no oak, no palm, no color, no pigmentation, no texture equates
to no beauty. This is not ideal versus the rock solid building painted beautifully
and surrounded by fertile soil whose foundation rests firmly in the bosom of
mother earth. The sensitive complexities of good ground dress life with beautiful
flowers, cascading trees, and thick lovely foliage to compliment the stability and
durability of rock, wood, and metals. 

This is the balance we need in the world between the feminine and masculine
aspects of Godliness. The Love of God that sustains us all has the capacity to be
hard like rock, a sure and solid foundation. It also takes shape in the form of
wind, it moves, it flows, it grips, wisps, and hugs, and carries energy to and fro
across the Earth. We need both. We need the dynamics of solid and ethereal
divinity just like we need coolness and heat. All forms of godliness are
necessary.

Defeminization
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It doesn’t escape me that during the pandemic women started buying plants like crazy. 

 

Think about this, women were stuck in the house and we bought plants. 

If somebody pulled the P/L reports for the company that supplies Home Depot and Lowe’s with plants,

planters, and vases, I can guarantee you that they made more money these last two years than they made in

any year before nationwide. This is because without a visual relationship to mother nature, plants, and water,

women live in a space of cognitive dissonance. 

 

Without the image and understanding of the Ruach, God in Her image too, 

women are living disconnected without the capacity to see the essence of our true selves.

 We need imagery that pleases the Shekinah Glory in us and reminds us of who we are in the body of Christ. 

 

No one wants a stiff ugly barren thing unable to produce goodness as a dwelling place.

We all desire soft complex ground moldable by God where life can grow and be birthed into full expression.

 

If we’re honest, men are only driven because they want women. 

Without women and the incentive we provide, most men would do nothing. 

They would be funky. They would be laying out in the rain eating whatever passes them by. 

They would have not built houses or cars etc., because the woman is the inspiration. 

Our sensitivities and desire for safety, comfort, and beauty hovers over the deep

and reveals to man what is needed to be built and sustained to reproduce life and create legacy.

 

The way God designed us women gives us this information. 

We carry the essence of the Holy Spirit, our mother, in our wombs. 

We carry the knowledge and wisdom to reproduce life force energy on Earth. 

Without our sensitivities ,we are over heated barren deserts. 

The sensual, loving, and vulnerable flow within us is living water.

In Hebrew, the word for womb/belly is Koilia. It refers to the innermost part of a person. 

It represents a hallow area, a form of Heaven. 

 

Women, don’t be afraid of your thirst. 
You think that because you are thirsty, because you are desiring of more, 

because you realize that you need more, and that things aren’t working well as they are, 
that something is wrong with you.

 

We have been living a life according to how the world views women and our sensitivities vs God. 

The world says we are hormonal, medusa, Salem witches, granny off her rocker, crazy bitches.

 

Actually, we are the daughters of the Most High, representatives of Heaven on Earth. 
Our exceptional sensitivities are gifts from God to perceive the true nature of things, like the Ruach, 

she who hovers to direct God's light into the depths of darkness and illuminate truth. 
 



In order to understand the power of being

made by God in Her image too, we must

understand the nature of the "Fruit of the

Spirit:" 

Joy
Peace 
Love 
Faithfulness 
Patience 
Gentleness 
Kindness 
Humility
Self-Control

Now tell me which one of those attributes

would you describe as masculine qualities,

and how many of those attributes would

you ascribe to femininity?

Do you experience a good balance of
these attributes of the Holy Spirit daily?

Tell me what you needed when you were with
child, when you were incubating the future,
incubating your dreams, incubating your
legacy. What did you need, and how did you
get it? In this critical analysis of spiritual
order, we discover the blueprint to our divine
nature and how to birth everything God
placed on the inside of us as harvest for our
generation. 

Here is an example:
In 2020, my family and I were displaced
for a couple weeks during a flood at our
old place. We ended up staying at a very
nice resort in a different city  about an
hour away. It was the best place to stay
during Covid with three children, so the
distance was irrelevant.

In order to get our insurance adjuster to
approve this specific hotel, I had to sob
on the phone about my particular needs.  
To have my needs met and receive
emergency benefits I pay for, required
lots of vulnerability and transparency.
Never mind the initial resistance to our
family activating benefits we had already
purchased.

Without my hovering over the deep truth
of our situation, we would have been up
shits creek for 6-weeks in a kitchen-less
one-room hotel. The Spirit moving
through me said, "No."

Something strange happened the first
couple of weeks we were at our hotel. 
 Every night, at the same time, this big
sound of gushing water would come on,
and I would jump not expecting it. 

My husband would have to remind me
that the grounds had a sprinkler system

Our place was surrounded by agriculture
of all kinds. This invited all kinds of
insects and birds to showcase
themselves every single day. This was
way different than the barren land
around our old place. Every morning, I
woke up to a hummingbird in my
window.
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In time, I would realize what the hummingbird, the sprinklers, and the landscape
was demonstrating for me. I gained a new understanding about the need and the

weight of being a beautiful, gentle, kind, loving, expressive, extension of
Godliness in The Body of Christ.

 
A woman who thirst is not wrong. 

The more like God you present yourself to be,
the more water you will need in your body. 

We think that our thirst is wrong, because like the woman at the well, 
we haven’t found the right source to refresh ourselves on the daily. 

 
Our faith and daily engagement with God, through the presence of the Holy Spirit

is like the sprinkler system that came on every night at our resort.
 

If only we would become like the woman at the well who believed Jesus.
 She tried to quench her thirst through five different husbands. 

She had been trying trying trying trying trying. Then she ran into Jesus. 
Jesus didn’t say there was anything wrong with her thirstiness. 

He said something was wrong with the fact that she was not quenching it
properly. How often do you condemn yourself versus allowing the Holy Spirit 

to open the eyes of your understanding about your circumstance? 
 

The Well Woman Workshop at The Being Academy is for women, 
seeking to see God, and be made in her image too. 

 
Whether you are a mother or not, whether you want children or not, 

we must understand that our biological chemistry is operatively the same. 
God designed us women specifically. We go through a cycle every 28 to 30

something days depending on how much in the tune we are with nature, with our
truth, and with the Holy Spirit dwelling on the inside of us.  

 
Our cycle is bigger than just tampons and pads and ovulation and birth control

pills and whether or not you feel in the mood for sex. It’s bigger than that. 
 

Our cycle is telling us something about our capacity to produce Godliness in the
atmosphere. Be it a baby, a book, a CD, a business. Whatever is on our hearts to

birth into this world, our cycle aids the process. Let's break this down!



Let’s look at the first two weeks of the menstrual cycle. The first week of the
cycle is the Winter. It is our body getting rid of everything it didn’t use in the last
cycle to make room for the new. This is ideally a time of solitude, deep rest,
comfort food, warm to low lighting, and media intake that reduces cognitive
dissonance. 

The second week is our Spring. It is when our body creates the atmosphere for
planting. This week we feel a great deal of energy and excitement in our bodies.
We feel open and ready to connect with life. This is the week of creativity and
new ideas or the motivation to execute on old ones.  

 
The third week is like our summer. It’s a time of jubilee and revelation. We are exposed.

We come into a deeper understanding about what we are carrying. This is the week of
marinating in the precipice of newness and the gratefulness of yesterday.

 
The fourth week is our nesting period. It's when you start to tear shit up that does not fit

what you were trying to create. I know this to be true, because I’m writing this in my
fourth week right now and I am pissed. I am pissed at every single thing that is getting

in the way of me producing what I know God is calling me to produce in this next season
of my life. Your fourth week is a week of confession and truth. It is the Fall. It's is a time

of harvesting and sifting. What have we gathered in this cycle? 
What is wheat and what is tare?.
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As women we are always incubating new life, 

even though the form may shape shift. 

 

Every cycle, we are endowed with the presence of God 

to birth something new and fresh into our environments. 

This is why our moods are ever changing like the weather, because 

we are intuiting what needs to be birthed in every season at any given time.

 

If we don’t honor this. If we don’t have this understanding about ourselves,

then we go along with man’s idea that we are just hormonal and irrational 

and crazy and we just want chocolate and ice cream and a little rough doggy style

to calm down. That is not at all what’s happening here.

 

It’s OK to be thirsty. 

It’s okay to desire to drink from a deep well of living water. 

Don’t be upset if you need 8 gallons of water, because that means 

you’re producing something that is sustained by 8 gallons of water 

versus somebody who needs just a pint of water daily.

You are a big stepper in the valley of dry bones hovering over the dead things 

to speak life and resurrection power. 

Hydration is essential. Periodt!

 

God is calling his daughters out of the pits of shame where the world has cast off

our needs for love, gentleness, safety, understanding, and belonging 

just as we are. This living water is what all creation thirsts for.

 

Living water is the love of God, the source of all creation, flowing through us.
 

When we live our lives through the power of the Holy Spirit, 

we possess the wisdom and capacity to understand what God's love 

desires to gift to humanity, our communities, our families, and our own hearts daily.



My baby girl, Viva, is a manifestation of
the "double-for-your-trouble" portion
displayed in the Book of Job.  Our oldest
son, our angel, Joshua, was born stillborn
at 38-weeks. Viva was born 15-months
after his Irish twin sister, Genesis. 

I didn’t know I was pregnant with Viva
until I was four-months along. I just felt
so much good energy flowing through
my body. I felt really sexy. 

I became so womanly, and it was actually
during sex that we discovered the
pregnancy. 

Her middle name is  Joelle. She is named
after the prophet Joel. All of my children
have birth scriptures. Viva’s is “And I will
restore to you the years that the locust
hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great
army which I sent among you. And ye shall
eat in plenty, and be satisfied, and praise
the name of the Lord your God, that hath
dealt wondrously with you: and my people
shall never be ashamed.” Joel 2:25-26

I was so confused about why God was
speaking to me about shame. "I’m not
ashamed." At the time, I did not have an
understanding about shame. I’ve never
been ashamed consciously. I’ve never
really identified myself with the negative
connotations of womanhood i.e
hormonal etc. I identified myself as a
person who had a vagina. The only time I
thought about my vagina's value
proposition was when I had to put a pad
on or when I was interested in sexual
pleasure. It would take motherhood to
really show me what it meant to be a
woman.

What does it mean to be made in God's image
as a woman. God is not male or female. God is
love and has manifested their essence into
two types of productive energies, male and
female, feminine and masculine. Gender is
not just the categorization of specified
organs. Gender notates the subcategories of
the mechanics of divine energy. 

The feminine way of producing is a
hosting and a dwelling. It's an
engulfment and a saturation. This means
that she requires much more internally
than a man who is not carrying life. To
feed life, house it, and shape shift to
make room inside ones being for its
growth requires much more internal
support. 

Our thirst at any given moment is a sign
that we don’t have what we need to
incubate what God is seeding us to
produce. I need more internal stability,
because I am producing more internally.

Where as a man needs more external
support, because his life giving happens
outside of him. We need more
gentleness. We need more kindness. We
need more beauty. We need more peace,
because our production happens on the
inside of us. 
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Women need to feel the attributes of the Holy Spirit, our true nature, inside of
us, on us, and around us in order to flow into purpose and destiny. 

 
This is different than how man produces outside of himself with bodily

controls, hands and feet, and full knowledge about how to maneuver his tools. 
 

As women, our spirit creates from a place of mystery and exploration. 
This demands the blessed assurance of the father, men, to secure the

atmosphere while we hover over the deep sensitivities of life. 
 

It’s now time for man to create more space in the physical plane 
for the ways of women to live, move, and have their being.

 
We need more support from the masculine to be the free-flowing form 

of the Trinity we were created in the image of. 
 

 Divine partnership is key.
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Bishop TD Jakes once said, “don’t be upset if you are a 10-gallon person trying to pour
into a pint sized heart.” That’s all we as women are. We are 10-gallon hearts, because
our hearts dictate the rhythm and pace of life for all of humanity. The sound every baby
hears in the womb first is the frequency of their mother’s heartbeat. It dictates the
energetic frequency the baby will resonate with for the rest of his/her life without
intervention. Our frequency, as women, sets the emotional tone for all of humanity.

We must drink more water. Get your water women. Get your water. Get your
water! Don’t be ashamed that you need it. Anybody who can’t give it to you,
forgive them their trespasses as God forgives you, and let the love of God usher
you into a flow around, under, and over their lack. Go straight to the source for
your living water. Go to Jesus and let the Lord show you how you can receive and
what level you can receive on. Then you’ll be able to match and align everything
else up in your life with that level of love and that level of care and that level of
passion and engagement.

When we fill ourselves up with the Love of God first, we grow in our capacity to
discern what does and does not align with that love. This vibe and frequency
ushers everything not of it to the nearest exit. Light and dark cannot occupy the
same space.

When we seek God first and surrender to God’s sovereignty, living a fulfilled and
purpose driven life becomes much easier. When we intimately know our source, 
 our courage and wellness is sustained beyond worldly reason.

We must know where our living water comes from. We must know that our thirst
does not indicate that something is wrong with us, but rather that something is
wrong with how we are or are not handling our needs.

Get Your Water
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There is a spring welling up in the atmosphere for women right now. 
God is about to revive the hearts of his daughters. The Well Woman Workshop 

is preparation for the spiritual blessings on the way for women.
 

These last few years have been hard. 
We’ve been at home with our babies and loved ones with little help for the helpers.

We’ve been in the most brutal "Verzuz" battle of our lives. 
This is the battle between God’s refreshing Word over our lives 

and the world's exhausting pull on our heartstrings. 
 

We’ve been battling mounds of uncertainty regarding how we move forward. 
From vaccinating to not, homeschooling to masks at school, dating to celibacy, 

career switch or stability, the risks of newness vs. the secure 
mundane nature of familiarity.

 
Loneliness, depression, anxiety, chaos, sorrow, rage, shame. 

It’s all been at our door. We wake up with a 1000 reasons to be discouraged. 
This has been a dire thirst and desert season for real, but God. 

The Word of God is sharper than a two-edged sword, 
and it cuts away that which is no longer serving his Beloved.

 
I know this, because it has been a well springing up in me my entire life. 

I was a little brown girl born to another little brown girl scared out of her mind,
because the world could not make space for the big heart God ordained her to carry.
She gifted that heart to me, and she trusted God with how it would grow to love and

mature in faith despite the worlds victimization of big hearted women. 
 

My great grandparents became the caretakers of my heart and they poured courage
into me every single day. This was their priority, because they possessed deep

understanding about what it means to thirst in a world that blocks off the watering
holes to young black girls, their dreams, their visions, their hearts, and their thirst.

 
My mother and my great-grandmother did not explicitly admit to me that they were
thirsty, but in the way that they decided to engage me, raise me, and direct my life so
intentionally, so sacrificially, I understood, and I am who I am today, a well woman!

 



The
Prettiest
Flowers Are
Watered
Daily

May you have ears to hear, eyes to see,
an open heart to listen, and courage to
obey the inspiration from the Holy Spirit
this spiritual guide imparts to you.

Trust and believe by faith that

everything you think going wrong in

your life is really God ordained to be

used for your good. God can use it and

its all been a set- up by God to break

generational curses and redirect you to

living waters in particular areas of your

life. We all were born with inherited

needs and thirsts and unknowingness

about how to hydrate and bless those

parts of ourselves.

 

This is the vision that God is releasing for

women and men, because we can’t do it in

isolation. 

There is a balance that is necessary for the

wellbeing of all of humanity. We must stop

demonizing that which is different and that

which we don’t understand. We need to

rebuild trust amongst women and men.

When women speak, they should be heard
and empowered. We have to trust the God
ordained dominion of women over spirit
and atmosphere. Men don’t have the
capacity to feel all the ways our bodies are
wired to feel, so they must trust that what
we are feeling is real and help us process
this truth on Earth as it is in Heaven.

But like the woman at the well, we can
unlearn accepting short-term quick fixes
to quench our thirst and build a process to
drink from the well that won’t run dry.
When the woman at the well quenches her
thirst, she rises up into the Proverbs 31
virtuous woman.  She gains wisdom and
reverence and appreciation and
effectiveness and efficiency in her
capacity to just be and live well made in
Her image too.
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when you water a flower
the  water  makes  i t  g row

One day my husband and I were on the couch. I

asked him, "do you hear that?" He replied "no." I said,

"you don’t hear that?" To me it sounded like a choir 

 of 1000 crickets underneath the couch. Confused he

responded, "what are you talking about? I don’t hear

anything."  I then went to the patio door and opened

it. When I did, he said, "oh wow, I hear it!"

God has placed inside the vulnerability and
sensitivities of women, the ability to see and feel
what is going on in her atmosphere without
actually seeing it. That’s the design of us,
because of our mother,  The Holy Spirit. We must
not be afraid of that. We cannot let the world
dehydrate us of our truth and our purpose in The
Body of Christ.

If nothing in this guide, resonated with you. Take this

one thing to consider. How can I drink more water?

How can I pour more love into myself. How can I best

seek to see God and Be made in Her image too?

Just drink more water. Drink more water if you feel the
pressure. Drink more water, if you feel lonely. When we
focus our attention on the love of God always in all ways
we fill ourselves up with this love. We begin to have
intimacy with God and we grow in our awareness that
we are loved. The Well Woman Workshop will help you
spring up water in the dry places. Through studying the
Word, prayer, worship, stillness, and our own truth
daily, we water the flower of love inside our hearts
empowering the Holy Spirit, our mother, to rise and
move on our behalf.

 The prettiest flowers need watering every day. Let’s
start taking big sips, because we have a big job to
do ladies. In this violent, chaotic, over materialized
world, that is hyper-masculine without balance, we
must handle man’s insides. We must ensure that
every heart is well quenched by the love of Jesus.
This begins with our own hearts, because we
cannot pour from an empty cup. 
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On the last day of the feast, the great day, 
Jesus stood up and cried out, 

 
“If anyone thirsts, let him come to me and drink. 

 Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said, 
‘Out of his heart will flow rivers of living water.’” 

 
Now this he said about the Spirit, whom those who believed in him

were to receive, for as yet the Spirit had not been given, 
because Jesus was not yet glorified.

John 7:37 - 39 
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There is a tribe of people whose essence is essential to the zeitgeist of society 
and has been since the dawn of time

The core of them being substantial in the making of every human ever molded.
 

Their imprint is the stem of every heart that has and will ever blossom.
They roll deep.

I'm talking about women, The Daughters of Eve.
 

However you may address them, 
the truth will always be these she people are made in the image of God

Me, She, Her too, The vagina tribe.
 

Yet to step off the battlefield in the fight to birth 
the very good life, God, male and female, they, 

designed for us all to live well.
 

These here are facts, Biblically speaking, and the balm in Gilead
the whole Earth is desperately needing.

Seek to be cradled well in Mothers Holy bosom. 
Come rest your head on this sweet truth finally pouring freely. 

 
This poem is a mountain ridge rolling goodness like mothers hips. 

All ye men strive to climb on top of it.
One genuine touch is sure to heal the land.

This here is medicinal, but the tribe is not without flaw or dis-ease.
 

For no one group of people, race or culture can do it all,
comfort us all, care for us all

Without being cared for.
 

The motherless world is groaning and sore
And we fail to see the error in our ways.

Restless women being pushed early into their graves,
The To Do List Slaves,

Overworked  And underpaid,
 



Never truly thanked.
Holiday cards and candy, real cute, but ain’t healing no birthing pains,

Period pains,
Sleepless nights on call should my baby cry or dial into my orbit a piercing telephone 

rrrinnng rinng
Period. Mama will be there always. Period.

And so we are always running from one thing to the next
Until we meet our maker.

 
No real sleep in peace for she people.

Needy babies conjuring up ancestors decades long after they can no longer suckle 
Sucking souls dry even in after life.

 
We can’t really follow our good shepherd without revelation about she who hovers,

the comforter, love is resurrection power.
Mothers breath divinely housed in our belly’s.

Holy Temples where paradise sits so lovely.
Lest we forget to rest consistently in our tabernacles.

 
And here I stand following suit,

In need of so much grace.
Who will sign my permission slip?

I’d rather ask before I act.
I don’t want to be suspended.

We all need help helping ourselves.
 

Sister girls,
Enough is enough.

Let's sit down,
before sickness prevents us from getting back up.

 
"Take care of yourself."

That’s what she commanded,
Leader of my huddle,

Guardian angel two-stepping on my front line.



 
You take care of yourself girl child.

You too, strongest and brightest among us,
be mindful of the real test before you.

Do you really trust the love of God as source?
 

When was the last time you tapped into the promise of rest as your capital resource?
Can you humble yourself, step off the frontline, and let God green light 

the best path forward?
How often do you commune with your mother,

The Holy Spirit dwelling within you?
 

She needs space made to commune with the dark deep secrets of God you keep 
Blessed be, the Ruach, granting dominion over every good thing assigned 

to her daughters as birth rights.
 

Rest isn’t the sideline baby,
it’s our reward.

Nothing else actually has to be won.
Why are we in such a rush?

Let us make time to take better care of ourselves deeply.
Let's prioritize this commitment.

God is well pleased when we are too.
Though the world would have us be champion mules,

well rested and productive with ease is the best legacy to leave. 
 

Now is the season to grow in grace,
flow not race,

Selah, and don't procrastinate.
Tribe of women,

The radiant, the pure of spirit,
like the moon well poised high in the bosom of the sky,

without fear of the darkness to its left and its right 
bear down, hover, like our mother,

move with ease, flow don't push, just breathe, to rise and thrive.
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